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Easter 2019 • edition Sixteen

Chardonnay 2015
At an altitude of 180196m and a mere 8km
from the Atlantic Ocean,
our Chardonnay blocks
lie on the banks of the
Onrus river (facing
North West) in soils
that are ancient,
decomposed granite
with loam and
quartzite
inclusions. Mist
forming on the
Atlantic Ocean
funnels up the
valley in the
evenings and
back down in
the mornings,
creating a
significant
cooling effect
on the grapes
during ripening,
ideal for
Chardonnay.

combination of spontaneous and selected
yeast strains. Thereafter, kept in barrels on
fermentation lees for 9 months, with
Malolactic fermentation completed over 6
months and gentle bâtonnage through the
seasons. The wine is cellared in bottle for
a year before release in December 2017.
To show off the inherent qualities and as a
reflection in its purest sense of this place,
Sumaridge, this Chardonnay strives to
present the delicate fruit expression of the
grape.
The typically lively minerality derived from
our soils and cool maritime air, combine
effortlessly with lime, quince and citrus
blossom as fresh flavours which augment
the richly textured mouth feel. A versatile
wine of classic style best enjoyed with
most white meat dishes as well as creamy
pasta meals, and, of course, fish!
Walter Pretorius

The 2015
vintage was a
great vintage in
the Hemel-enAarde Valley, with
ideal growing conditions. The first pick
commenced in the middle of February
with our younger vineyards, the second
pick following a month later with our older
vineyards. All grapes were picked early in
the morning and initially sorted by hand.

On a glorious South African day, Hemel
en Aarde showcased their Chardonnay
against some world class opposition.
The Buyer’s intrepid traveller, Roger
Jones, provided a stellar line up of New
World Chardonnay, pitted against the
best Chardonnay of the region.
The tasting was blind, in flights of five
wines served in Riedel Chardonnay
glasses. Marked out of 20, the wines
were and judged by 11 winemakers and
nine international guests. There was little
dispute in the scores, with Hemel en
Aarde clearly the winner on the day, the
clean vibrant precision, purity and
natural essence of these wines shone
through brightly, enthralling the judges.
This region has clearly come of age,
producing superlative Chardonnay.
23 wines were tasted, with nine being in
the top twenty.
The top three wines were all produced
in different wards in the valley.
Congratulations go to Ataraxia for lifting
the Riedel trophy, with Sumaridge and
Restless River proud to be in second
and third places respectively.
There is much healthy, but friendly,
competition between all the
winemakers in the valley, which as
Simon Bellingham Tuner says is a good
thing. “It encourages us all to raise the
bar another notch”.

All the grapes were then meticulously resorted, cooled, de-stemmed and crushed
through press to stainless steel tanks for
settling.
All were batched, where fermented, in
228lt French oak barrels (30% new wood)
at ambient temperature, with a

The Chardonnay produced in South
Africa’s Hemel en Aarde has long
been considered world class - but
just how good is it really? Wanting to
put this to the test, our roving
contributing editor and world class
chef, ”THE BUYER”’ Roger Jones,
decided to blind-taste the best that
Hemel en Aarde can offer, alongside
that of the rest of the New World wines from amongst others,
California, New Zealand, Australia,
Tasmania and Chile.

Simon’s equivalent of Paddington Bear’s Marmalade Day!
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Will Harvest be Heaven or Hell?

Somewhere in world, at any time of year, someone is harvesting something.
It matters not whether it be grape nor
grain, fruit or vegetables, whether you
are in the Southern or the Northern
Hemisphere. There’s hardly a farmer in
the world that does not take an almost
obsessional attentiveness to both the
long, and short term weather forecasts.
Obviously, in a calendar year, the farmers
in the Southern Hemisphere are the first
“out of the blocks”, and so our most likely,
and very severe perils are wildfires or
unseasonably early rain. In Australia - and
yes it is a VERY big country - Queensland
has suffered severe flooding, while South
Australia is still suffering furnace like
temperatures.
Northern Europe had an unseasonably hot
and long summer - great for England’s
relatively new wine industry - but again,
devastating wild fires in Portugal.
In years when Europe is soaked under a

deluge of rain, to avoid potatoes and root
crops rotting in the fields, a break of a few
dry days brings the churning sound of the
combine harvesters till two or three in the
morning, starting up again at 5am!
Sadly, wind can also be vicious, flattening
crops almost overnight.
Hail is another horror and has been known
to write off entire fruit crops. For the
French, particularly in Champagne, early
frosts are a nightmare!
But, when all in said and done, every
farmer makes the very best of what nature
chooses to send us, and gives grateful
thanks when the harvest is finally gathered
in!
We asked Walter Pretorius about the
harvest at Sumaridge.
The 2019 harvest started off unusually
frenetically (spel), with a large wildfire

running through the Hemel-en-Aarde
Valley. Despite extensive devastation to
many parts of the valley, the fire showed
just how close-knit the Hemel-en-Aarde
community is, as everyone worked and
stood together in this time of need.
Thankfully, through tireless hard work from
all of the volunteer firefighters and, some
much needed rainfall, the wildfire began to
calm down. I’m pleased to say that none
of our vineyards were damaged by flames
or smoke and that all of the Sumaridge
team are safe. However, our hearts go out
to some of our neighbours who were not
so fortunate.
Due to reasonably dry conditions
throughout the growing season, I chose to
start our harvest two weeks earlier than
last year, with the first picking of Pinot Noir
on the 30th January 2019. The early
ripening Pinot Noir grapes really stood out
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this year, with retention of excellent quality
and showing a significant 25% yield
increase from the 2018 harvest.
The conditions for the Pinot Noir grapes
were almost ideal, with the grapes ripening
up beautifully, with no signs of disease - a
bit easier for us in the cellar!
Unfortunately, once again the
unpredictable weather throughout
February forced our plans to change, with
frequent storms hitting the valley at least
once a fortnight for two months. Due to
the huge 158mm of rainfall from the
beginning of February till the end of March,
we had to adjust our harvest tactics.
We suffered some minimal losses on
quality due to the volatile weather
conditions, especially on the late ripening
varietals such as Shiraz, but luckily the fall
in quantity was not too severe. By applying
a brutal sorting program that started in the
vineyards and carried out through into the
cellar, we still managed to retain the
excellent quality that we have come to
expect. Thankfully, I believe that quality is
far more important than quantity so overall,
I am delighted with the results of the
harvest.
After all of the challenges that Sumaridge
has faced over the last few months, I am
pleased to say that the wines are looking
great and that the Sumaridge team has
stood tall and that all the hard work has
come together perfectly.
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On Freedom Day, Saturday
27th April From 2pm - 5pm
Sumaridge Will Be Hosting
A Mad Hatter’s Tea Party
And Egg Hunt

Colourful eggs will be
hidden around the
gardens for under 10’s to
hunt for.

• There will be a complimentary glass of Wayfarer for every lady wearing a hat or a
doek and there will be a prize for the best headwear.

There are a few rules!

• No picnics or cold boxes please, but wine, soft drinks, pancakes and cakes will be
available.

Each child will receive a little basket - when
they have found 6 eggs, they must take the
basket to one of the bunny helpers to receive
a soft drink and a prize.

VERY hidden
indeed are six
GOLDEN eggs!
Each child finding a golden
egg will receive a special prize
- as will their Mummy or
Daddy!

• There will be face painting, a clown and other amusements for the children.
• Zwelihle Youth Café will also be offering a car valeting service - so Dads can avoid
that weekend chore!

• NO ENTRANCE FEE FOR ADULTS, BUT there will be a ZAR 40 charge for children
- with a prize and a soft drink guaranteed!
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Rossi’s Italian Restaurant

Grilled Prawns Rossi’s Style

Rossi’s may not be as famous as Harry’s Bar in Venice, but Holly
swears blind that they serve the best Calzone outside Italy.
Rossi’s first opened in 1985 and is believed to be the longest
standing independent restaurant in Hermanus. It is certainly a
favourite with many Hermanus families, ours included! By any
calculation, there must now be second – if not third generation
guests from the couples and families that first patronised the
restaurant 30 plus years ago.
When restaurants come and go, in every city and town throughout
the world, how has Rossi’s flourished for so long? We asked Holly for
her thoughts.
“As a family, we have been going there for seventeen years. This
year, three generations of the family, with an age span between the
seven of us, of 19 to 91! Rossi’s is the first restaurant any of our
children remember going to in Hermanus, and while we are very
lucky, and all get on very well indeed, I think there would be nothing
short of a riot if there was not a family visit when we are all together! I
always feel rather guilty as, dollars to doughnuts, all seven of us will
order a different main course; there may be frantic scribbling of the
order – but there is never a raised eyebrow or any suggestion we are
being difficult.
Their menu is very varied. It certainly isn’t just pizza and pasta. While
I remain firmly wedded to a Calzone and my beloved merlot, Simon’s
absolute favourite are the prawns and our Chardonnay, hence the
pairing,
In the summer you can eat al fresco on their terrace over looking the
mountains; but come chillier evenings there is a welcoming,
scorching hot wood burner, plus, of course, the beautiful pizza ovens.
Far more important, are the warm and friendly smiles of all the staff
It’s one of those lovely places where you are made just as welcome,
whether you are on your own, part of a large group, first time guests,
or have been going there for years.”

Choose large prawns for grilling:
• Allow 6 to 10 per person
• De-vein and butterfly the prawns, leaving the shell on
• Brush the prawns with the basting sauce and grill or shallow
fry over medium heat for about three minutes per side
• Serve with savoury rice

For the Basting Sauce:
Makes enough for 2-4 portions
• 2 Cloves fresh Garlic crushed
• Juice of 2 Lemons
• 50ml Vegetable Oil
• 1 teaspoon Paprika
• 200ml Sweet Chilli Sauce
• Finely Chopped Chilli to Taste (Optional)
Blend all the ingredients together well, cover and put into a glass
container with a lid. Store in the fridge until needed.
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Antiques, Collectibles, Nostalgia... a
Anyone as addicted to anyone as addicted to anything to do with antiques as Holly Bellingham - Turner
admits to being, knows that the term ‘antique’ has come a long way from its traditional definition of
something being over 100 years old.
Wine collectables are no different, and vary from very old and exquisite glasses to tin signs and posters.
To quote Stephen Batiuk, a senior researcher at the University of Toronto.

"Wine is central to civilisation as we know it in the West. As a medicine, social lubricant, mindaltering substance and highly valued commodity, wine became the focus of religious cults,
pharmacopoeias, cuisines, economies and society in the ancient Near East."

is the oldest known unopened bottle of
wine in the world, .5-litre glass vessel
with amphora-like "shoulders," yellowgreen in colour, with dolphin-shaped
handles. It was discovered during an
excavation within a 4th-century AD Roman
nobleman's tomb. The tomb contained
two sarcophagi, one holding the body of a
man and one a woman. Sources suggest
the man was a Roman legionary and the
wine was a provision for his celestial
journey, a clear liquid in the bottom third,
and a mixture similar to rosin above.
Much of this excitement was caused by
finds of 8,000 year old fragments of
pottery, to the south of the Georgian
capital of Tbilisi, which have revealed
evidence of the earliest known wine
making. Meticulously reconstructed, some
of the jars even show images of grape
clusters and of men dancing.
Skip forward a few thousand years and
pottery ampules, and fragments of the
same are still being found to this day, all
over Europe
The Speyer wine bottle, was originally
found in 1867. The artefact has since
become known as "the world's oldest
existing bottle of wine". The bottle has
been dated between 325 and 350 AD and

While it has reportedly lost
its ethanol content, analysis is consistent
with at least part of the liquid having
been wine. The wine was most likely to
have been produced in the same region
and was diluted with a mixture of herbs.
The preservation of the wine is attributed
to the large amount of thick olive oil added
to the bottle to seal the wine off from air,
along with a hot wax seal.
One Oenology professor has said, "It’s
micro-biologically has probably not
spoiled, but it would not bring joy to the
palate."
As the popularity of both growing and
drinking wine grew throughout Europe,
over following centuries, an entire industry
flourished, producing anything that would
enhance the romance and drama of
serving and drinking wine. From gold and
silver goblets, to beautiful crystal glasses
and decanters, to claret
jugs, to wine

funnels and filters and “taste du vin” - the
often very ornate, small silver saucers
hung on chains for sommeliers to taste the
wine before serving to customers. Many of
these are now museum pieces, and way
beyond the pocket of anyone but the
richest and most dedicated of collectors.
These days few people decant anything,
but the finest and oldest
of wines, and while,
like silver toast
racks, back in the
60’s and 70’s they
were on lucky
people’s wedding
lists, these days they
are rather out of
fashion, other than
those that are family
heirlooms or relatively
modern works of art. The
famed René Lalique and to a
lesser extent Baccarat are still
very collectable.
Cork screws come in all shapes
and sizes and range from truly
expensive antiques, to novelty
cork screws from the vaguely
amusing to the almost
obscene!
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and Wine.

Come the late 20th century, much research
and experimentation lead to the realisation
that the shape of the drinking glass and
also the rim of the glass make a world of
difference to the taste of wine – all down to
how, when and where the flavours hit both
the nose and the palette. It all sounds like
a sales pitch, until you try what could be a
world class wine in the wrong shaped
glass. And heaven help you with a classic
thick rimmed “pub” glass – nothing, but
nothing, will show at it’s best.
Riedel is perhaps the most respected, but
they are not cheap, and little is more heart,
or purse breaking than hearing a tray crash
to smithereens on the floor! Riedel
decanters are exquisite works of art, and
are, I am sure, an investment for the
future.
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Very local is very lekker!
In December’s issue of “Through the Grapevine” we talked
about revamping our platters. The vegetable patch is coming
on a treat - and true to his word, chef Cobus Pretorius is
evolving not revolutionising our platters, with everything
being sourced as locally as possible.

What we had not expected was to find out that Cobus is a secret forager from
our fields. Long before he scrubs up and puts on his chef’s whites - he’ll be
found scavenging for edible mushrooms and large edible snails! Both Simon
and Holly acted as ‘guinea pigs’ and will both attest as to how delicious they are.
Holly said “Growing up in the English countryside, come spring, summer or
autumn there is always something to find in the fields and hedgerows. Be it
nettles for soup (long rubber gloves a must), blackberries for jam or sloes for gin,
there are always hidden treasures to find. We couldn’t be more delighted to find
that that Cobus is a forager of note!”
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To whet your appetites, here are some of our new platter menus:

Sumaridge Platters

Tapas Pairings

Le Vigneron Platter

Cape Malay Mild Chicken Curry with Sweet Potato and
Samphire
Served on Rice noodles.
Paired with a glass of Sumaridge Chardonnay 2015
R120

Pairs well with Red Wines
R380,00 (serves two)
Selection of Cured Meats
(Jamon Serrano, Salami Salchichon)
Terrine of the Month
Home-made Chicken Liver Pâté; Mushroom Pâté (with Black Garlic
& Truffle)
& Kalamata Olive Tapenade
Beetroot Jelly with Balsamic & Honey
Antipasto Veg (seasonal Mediterranean Veggies)
Local Cheese Selection
(Simonzola - mild & creamy blue cheese; Stanford Smoked; Gouda
Style Black Pepper;
Creamy Cheddar & Overberg)
Italian Style Baby Breads with Crackers

Waterside Platter
Pairs well with White Wines
R350,00 (serves two)
Smoked Salmon Trout Mousse
House Smoked Snoek Pâté
Home-made Pear Chutney; Green Olive Tapenade
Selection of Seasonal Fruits with Seasonal Fruit Jelly
Cheese Selection
Gouda Style Italian & Herb; Chevin; Overberg; Stanford & Creamy
Cheddar
Italian Style Baby Breads with Crackers

Hearty Soups
Italian Style Beef Soup (Estate raised beef): Pairs best with Syrah
R110.00
Cajun Chicken & Sweetcorn Soup: Pairs best with Chardonnay
R110.00
Carrot & Coriander Soup: Pairs best with Tara Rosé
R95.00
Served with Selection of Local Cheese
Artisan Bread & Butter
Gluten Free Bread (Slice) Alternative
Add R14.00
Sourdough Bread Rolls (x4)
Add R10.00

Wild Mushroom & Brie Risotto
With Roasted Vine Tomatoes
Paired with a glass of Sumaridge Pinot Noir 2013
R120
Caprese Salad
Sumaridge Garden Tomatoes with Mozzarella, Basil, Basil Pesto &
Rocket
Paired with a glass of Sumaridge Klip Kop 2017
R90
Crostini Smoked Pastrami
Toasted Ciabatta with Rocket and Gherkins topped with Estate
raised Smoked Beef Pastrami and our own Horseradish Cream
R68
Escargots
(harvested from our vines)
garlic and red Wine poached escargots with farm foraged Field
Mushrooms topped with Blue Cheese butter served in a
Vol-au-Vent
OR
Sautéed in Garlic Butter served in the shell with
Pinot Noir Sourdough Bread
R68

Sumaridge Raclettes
A Swiss treat delightfully paired with Sumaridge Sauvignon
Blanc, great on its own or a tasty add on to our seasonal soups or
platters!
Classic Raclette
(serves 2)
Local Raclette Cheese served with Red Onion Marmalade,
Sourdough Rolls and a glass of Sumaridge Sauvignon Blanc 2017
R110
Traditional Raclette
(serves 2)
Local Raclette Cheese, served with Baby Potatoes, Gherkins,
Red Onion Marmalade, Sourdough Rolls
and a glass of Sumaridge Sauvignon Blanc 2017
R125
Extra Bread (Sourdough Rolls x 4)
Add R10

Available Coffees: Cappuccino, Americano & Espresso
Sideways Platter
R140,00 (Serves Two)
Mixed Nuts or Beef Biltong (Estate raised beef)
Local Cheese Selection
Home-made Hummus, Onion Marmalade & Pear Chutney
Olives
Seasonal Fruit
Mixed Cracker Biscuits

Sumaridge “Little Guests”
R95,00 (Serves One)
Mini Hot Dog Roll, Cheddar & Gouda Cheese
Mini-Chipolatas, Chicken Nuggets & Ketchup
Seasonal Fruit, Mixed Biscuits, Tinkie
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The thread that binds us
Very much “Holly’s baby”, we asked Holly for
an explanation:
“It hardly seems possible that this year is the
fourth year of the Sumaridge art awards. How
time flies! What started out as the Violet and Anne
Bellingham memorial trophy for art, has now
blossomed into not one - but five awards! Like
FynArts, it is gaining traction year on year. From
little acorns, big oaks grow, and I know that
Mummy and my big sister would be so very proud
to be remembered in such a constructive way.”
The competition is open to all 10, 11 and 12 year students,
resident anywhere along the Whale Coast - whereever they live
or are at school.
Both Holly and Simon went to see last year’s exhibition feature, not
only art subsequently displayed in Cape Town, but also works of art
by students who had never before picked up a brush or pen and
pencil. Simon said “Holly and I are passionate about art in all its
forms, and firmly believe that it is, indeed, a thread that binds us all.
You might love it or loathe it - but it is a life skill to build on - be it
future career, or just a life time’s hobby or love. Holly and I both fully
understand and appreciate that academic studies and sport might
have to take priority, but therte is no reason for art to be side-lined or
forgotten”
The five awards will be:
• The Violet & Anne Bellingham award for visual art
• The Davall award for design/ 3D works of art
• The first Friday Art-walk award for the student who has shown
the most dedication
• The Bruce Oldfield award for fabric and textiles
• Last but not least…..the Public’s choice award!
Holly finished, “The exhibition at Sumaridge will open on Saturday 6th
of June, and the prizegiving takes place on Youth Day, Saturday 15th
June.
So please come and visit us - see the works of arts and cast your
votes!
There will be no charge for coming to the prize giving - so we very
much look forward to welcoming you, be you student, teacher,
proud parent or simply an art lover.”
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And The results are in...
The winning cartoon caption, the winner of the photo’ comp and of course the runner up!

Christmas Caption Competition

Congratulations once again goes
to Vivien Moses of Kidbrooke
Place, Hermanus.
Our 'earliest bird' entries - she
certainly caught the worm, and as
the winner two years running, will
not only receive her wine - but also
a copy of the cartoon, with her
caption written in by Robert
Thompson.

The ‘Selfie’ Competition
Congratulation to Zani Fourie for capturing
summer at Sumaridge.
Please email: macayla@sumaridge.co.za so that
we can arrange delivery of your prize.

And the runner-up...
Not only was Harriet Becket from Harrogate, an "early bird" entry,
but 'Hattie' also came in with a last minute entry. A very relieved
young lady celebrating her last interview at a London Medical
school with about half a pint of Epitome in a Belgium "Delirium"
beer glass!
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